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Gelato (Italian pronunciation: [dÊ’eËˆlaË•to]) is ice cream made in the Italian style. Gelato is simply the Italian
word for ice cream, but in English, it has come to mean specifically Italian or Italian-style ice cream.. Gelato is
made with a base of milk and sugar.It is generally lower in fat than other styles of ice cream. Gelato typically
contains less air and more flavoring than other ...
Gelato - Wikipedia
While industrial ice cream exists in Argentina and can be found in supermarkets, restaurants or kiosks, and
ice cream pops are sold on some streets and at the beaches, the most traditional Argentine helado (ice
cream) is very similar to Italian gelato, rather than US-style ice cream, and it has become one of the most
popular desserts in the country.
List of ice cream varieties by country - Wikipedia
Product Description. With the Musso Lussino frozen dessert maker, you can have delicious fresh desserts in
minutes. These desserts not only include rich ice cream, but silky sorbets, Italian gelato, frozen yogurts, and
refreshing frozen drinks.
Lello 4080 Musso Lussino 1.5-Quart Ice Cream Maker, Stainless
The Fabbrica mission is to create the most authentic Italian cuisine we can from the finest possible
ingredients â€“ many of them sourced from Italy, like Roma tomatoes ripened in the San Marzano valley for
our sauces, and flour hand-milled in Naples for our pasta and pizza dough.
Mark McEwan's Fabbrica Restaurant | Toronto Fine Dining
You will love coming home to your brand new luxury apartment with its modern design and stylish finishes.
The Danforth Apartments is a brand new, contemporary apartment community featuring spacious one and
two-bedroom apartments with wide plank flooring, chef-inspired kitchens, walk-in closets, floor-to-ceiling
windows and more.
Welcome to The Danforth Luxury Apartments in Dobbs Ferry NY
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